New development underway

10% discount in catering outlets for teachers and TAs
Simply show your booking confirmation to the staff when you pay.

The main catering outlets for food and drinks are marked on the map.

Orange zone
Blue zone
Pink zone

Terrace Restaurant
If space is available, small groups are very welcome here, but be aware that it can get busy at the peak lunch time and space is not guaranteed. We recommend going before 12:30 to avoid the crowds.

We will do our best to accommodate you, especially in bad weather, but we recommend breaking up into smaller groups if you want to eat in the restaurant.

If space isn’t available there are plenty of other spots out in the zoo for groups to eat together.

Small area suitable for up to one class to stop for lunch

Larger area with space for multiple classes to stop to eat lunch

Small areas that are often quiet if you need a chillout area Please avoid congregating here for lunch to allow the space to stay quiet for groups who need it
New development underway
CHANGING PLACES FACILITY - Radar key* in Animal Adventure

TOILET LOCATIONS

Orange zone
Blue zone
Pink zone

*If you don’t have your own Radar key, please ask a member of staff or a volunteer and they can help you